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Probing the intrinsi shot noise of a Luttinger Liquid through impedane mathing.
K.-V. Pham
Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, Frane.
We argue that a simple way to bypass reetions at the boundaries of a nite Luttinger liquid
(LL) onneted to eletrodes is to math load and drain impedanes to the harateristi impedane
of the LL viewed as a mesosopi transmission line.
For an impedane mathed LL, this implies that the AC and DC shot noise properties of a nite
LL are idential to those of an innite LL.
Even for an impedane mismathed LL, we show by a areful analysis of reetions that the
intrinsi innite LL properties an still be extrated yielding possibly irrational harges for the LL
elementary exitations. We improve on existing results for AC shot noise by deriving expressions
with expliit dependene on the harges of the frational states. Most notably these results an be
established quite straightforwardly without resort to the Keldysh tehnique.
We apply these arguments to two experimental setups whih allow the observation of dierent
sets of frational quasipartiles: (i) injetion of urrent by a STM tip in the bulk of a LL; (ii)
baksattering of urrent by an impurity.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Shot noise is a topi of urrent interest beause it allows aess to non-equilibrium transport properties of a system
and notably to the harge arried by the elementary exitations [1℄. For a standard non-disordered Fermi liquid shot
noise yields a unit harge for the Landau quasipartile but in the Frational Quantum Hall Eet (FQHE) shot noise
has revealed rational harges for the famous Laughlin quasipartiles [2℄.
The Luttinger liquid [3℄ is another example of strongly-orrelated system where elementary exitations with non-
integral harges are expeted. While the standard bosonization piture of the LL stresses plasmon-like exitations and
zero modes [4℄, that piture is unonvenient to interpret shot noise beause the harged exitations have no dynamis
(they are zero-modes with no dispersion); an alternative 'frational states piture' of the harged exitations was
reently developped [5℄: it was shown that there are other bases of exat eigenstates for the LL onsisting of states
arrying in general irrational harges (a summary will be found in Appendix A). The frational states are reated in
pairs with a total harge whih is always an integer.
These frational eigenstates permit a straight interpretration of earlier shot noise results for an innite LL with an
impurity, where a harge K was found in the shot noise [6℄ (K is the usual LL parameter). A very reent alulation
for the shot noise due to urrent injetion by a STM tip in an innite LL also found that harges
1+K
2 and
1−K
2 are
involved [8℄. States with suh unonventional harges are diult to aount with in the standard bosonized piture
of the LL while they ome out naturally in the 'frational states piture' of the LL, where they had earlier been
predited and built as exat eigenstates of the LL hamiltonian [5℄.
In spite of these theoretial results for the shot noise great strides are still needed toward an experimental veriation
for the following reason: the experimental systems have a nite length and are mostly at the mesosopi sale, whih
makes it impossible to ignore the inuene of eletrodes on the transport properties of the LL. Theorists have therefore
been busy trying to model reservoirs and ompute ondutane as well as urrent utuations for the LL: it is now
aepted that the ondutane of the nite LL onneted to two eletrodes diers from the ondutane of the innite
LL [7℄. Shot noise has also been omputed by several groups for the following setups: (i) STM tip injeting urrent
[8℄; (ii) baksattering due to an impurity [9, 10℄, and laims have been made that harges of frational exitations
an be reovered from AC shot noise.
However several ritiisms an be addressed to those laims:
- (a) the alulations depend on a very spei model, the inhomogeneous LL whih models eletrodes as 1D
free fermions [7℄, whih is a debatable assumption; to what extent these alulations are suiently general and
model-independent is hard to assess.
- (b) Both the harge of frational exitations and the reetion parameter used in these models depend on the LL
parameter K : but the Fano fator mixes ontributions from both the frational harge and the reetion parameter;
this implies that a measurement of the Fano fator redues to just measuring the LL parameter K and is not a diret
measurement of the harge of the harge-arriers (ontrast eq.(38) with our results, e.g. eq.(41) ). In the ase of
an impurity in a LL the AC Fano fator F (ω) is a periodi funtion with period ωL =
piu
L (for the unlikely ase of
an impurity sitting exatly in the middle of the LL) and it was laimed [10℄ that averaging over one period yields
the frational harge K: it is diult to understand why it should be so and atually as we will show in this paper
this result is a model-dependent aident and in general averaging over a period does NOT yield the harge of the
2frational exitation of the LL.
We use in this paper a general formalism enompassing the inhomogeneous LL and an thus address these qualms:
- (a) we indeed showed in several earlier papers that the inhomogeneous LL is atually urtailed to very spei
experimental onditions (interfae resistanes of the LL to the eletrodes pinned at half-a-quantum of resistane
R0 =
h
2e2 ): it is a speial ase of our theory, whih is itself valid for arbitrary values of the interfae resistanes at the
eletrodes [11℄.
- (b) our theory for a LL in a multi-terminal environment has the advantage of being able to sort out from the
Fano fator the ontributions oming from reetions and those oming from the frational harges. As a result it
does show unambiguously how to get aess to the frational harges.
To perform shot noise alulations a tool of hoie is of ourse the Keldysh tehnique. That approah an also be
used within our framework (and is skethed in Appendix B). However in the nite geometry in the ourse of the
Keldysh alulation the distintion between the dual role of the LL parameterK (whih intervenes both in the harges
sattered and in the reetion oeients) is blurred so that the diulties explained above apply (point (b) ). We
follow another route in this paper and show the essential physis (and almost all of the earlier results found with
the inhomogeneous LL) an be retrieved from a ne analysis of reetions and from viewing the LL as a mesosopi
transmission line.
More importantly suh an approah yields insights on how to bypass the eet of reetions, whih (although
yielding an interesting physis in themselves), are largely a nuisane as far as measuring the frational harges is
onerned: to avoid reetions in a transmission line it is suient to math the load and drain impedanes to the
harateristi impedane of the line. As a result the system behaves as if it were an innite system. The AC shot
noise properties of an impedane mathed LL are therefore exatly those of an innite system.
The outline of the paper will be as follows:
- Setion II is entered on the onept of impedane mathing for a LL. It will introdue notations, explain the
formalism used to desribe the LL onneted to reservoirs; that formalism makes use of boundary onditions desribing
quite straightforwardly the oupling of a LL to interfae resistanes. This assumes ohmi oupling of the LL to
eletrodes. The setion onludes with the proof that the impedane mathed LL is equivalent to an innite LL.
- Setion III disusses the setup of a STM tip injeting eletrons in a LL and generalizes results found within the
framework of the inhomogeneous LL.
- Setion IV shows how to use alulations done for the STM tip setup to infer AC shot noise for another apparently
unrelated setup, that of an impurity whih baksatters urrent in a LL. We again generalize the inhomogeneous LL
results.
II. IMPEDANCE MATCHING.
A. LL as a mesosopi transmission line.
(For earlier disussions of the LL as a LC line the reader is refered for example to Ref. [11, 12℄).
The LL is just a quantum LC line as evidened from its hamiltonian:
H =
∫ a
−a
dx
hu
4K
ρ2 +
huK
4
j
2
where j = ρ0+−ρ0− is the dierene between bare right and left eletron densities (at right and left Fermi points ±kF ).
Rewriting the Hamiltonian in terms of harge density and urrent:
ρe = e ρ; je = e uK j
(the last expression follows from harge onservation and the equations of motion) there follows:
H =
∫ a
−a
dx
hu
4Ke2
ρ2e +
h
4uKe2
j2e
whih shows the LL has both apaitane and indutane per unit length:
C =2Ke
2
hu
, L = h
2u Ke2
.
These apaitive and indutive behaviours show up quite well in the LL dynamial ondutane and dynamial
impedane as omputed in Ref. [11℄.
3B. Basis of transmission lines: Impedane mismath.
As for any nite transmission line (or for that matter, any sound wave in a tube, et...) for the open system (rigid
boundaries) one has standing waves due to perfet reetion at the boundaries.
Suh a transmission line is haraterized by a harateristi impedane
Z0 =
h
2Ke2
=
√
L/C. (1)
We remind the reader that a harateristi impedane IS NOT a standard DC or AC impedane: it is rather an
instantaneous or surge impedane seen by the eletrial wave as it moves along the LC line. The stark dierene an
be seen for example for a resistaneless LC line: the DC impedane is then zero while the harateristi impedane
is non-zero. For the usual LC line Z0 obeys:
i+(x, t) = Z0 V
+(x, t), i−(x, t) = −Z0 V −(x, t)
where the total voltage signal is V = V + + V − and i± are right (or left) moving urrents so that i = i+ − i−.
If one now attahes load impedanes ZS and ZD at the interfaes of a length L transmission line suh that:
i(0)
V (0)
= ZS ,
i(L)
V (L)
= ZD (2)
freshman physis tells us also that there will be reetion at the boundaries x = 0 and x = L with respetively
reexion oeients (for the plasma wave):
rS =
ZS − Z0
ZS + Z0
, rD =
ZD − Z0
ZD + Z0
. (3)
This implies that reexions are killed whenever the load impedanes at the soure and drain are equal to the har-
ateristi impedane. This leads to the onept of impedane mathing well-known to eletrial engineers: by
arefully mathing the load impedanes one eliminates undesired reetions and one an thus have a maximal energy
transfer from soure to load.
Furthermore for load impedanes attahed to a resistaneless transmission line one has a series addition law and
therefore:
G =
1
ZS + ZD
. (4)
C. Formalism used in this paper: 'impedane boundary onditions'.
We will use a desription of the LL onneted to reservoirs [11℄ whih is the exat implementation of the ustomary
load impedanes boundary onditions desribed in the previous subsetion and used for transmission lines or sound
waves in tubes:
i(−a, t) = 1
ZS
(
VS(t)− δH
δρ(−a, t)
)
(5)
i(a, t) =
1
ZD
(
δH
δρ(a, t)
− VD(t)
)
(6)
ZS and ZD are interfae impedanes at respetively the soure and the drain whih for simpliity will be assumed to
be real numbers throughout the paper (but more general situations ould be disussed), i(x, t) is the urrent operator,
and soure and drain are set at a voltage VS or VD (see Fig.1). The Heisenberg piture is assumed so that we
work with time-dependent operators. Sine
δH
δρ(x,t) is the energy needed to add loally a partile, it orresponds to a
loal hemial potential for the LL. Atually the boundary onditions are tantamount to assuming Ohm's law at the
boundaries of the system: the urrent is proportional to a voltage drop between the reservoir and the LL wire and
the proportionality onstant is just an interfae resistane.
For alulations it is onvenient to introdue hiral hemial potentials orresponding to the hiral plasmons of the
LL.
4Figure 1: Impedane boundary onditions: the LL wire is onneted to two eletrodes at voltages VS and VD through two
boundary impedanes.
We onsider the standard Luttinger Hamiltonian for a wire of length L = 2a.
H =
∫ a
−a
dx
hu
2K
(
ρ2+ + ρ
2
−
)
(7)
ρ+ and ρ− are hiral partile densities whih obey the relation ρ±(x, t) = ρ±(x ∓ ut). Their sum is just the total
partile density ρ− ρ0 while the eletrial urrent is simply i(x, t) = eu (ρ+ − ρ−).
We now dene the following operators:
µ±(x, t) =
δH
δρ±(x, t)
(8)
Physially they orrespond to hemial potential operators: their average value yields the energy needed to add one
partile at position x to the hiral density: ρ± −→ ρ± + δ(x). These hiral hemial potentials orrespond to the
plasma hiral eigenmodes of the Luttinger liquid and not to the left or right moving (bare) eletrons.
From their denition it follows that:
µ±(x, t) =
hu
K
ρ±(x, t), (9)
and therefore using the denition eq.(1):
i(x, t) = K eh (µ+(x, t) − µ−(x, t))
= 12eZ0 (µ+(x, t)− µ−(x, t)) (10)
Sine these operators have a hiral time evolution:
µ±(x, t) = µ±(x∓ ut), (11)
5it follows also:
µ+(a, ω) = exp iφ µ+(−a, ω), (12)
µ−(a, ω) = exp−iφ µ−(−a, ω), (13)
where we have dened a plasmon phase φ aumulated along the wire as:
φ = ω
2a
u
. (14)
D. DC ondutane of the impedane mismathed system.
This setion is mostly present for pedagogial reasons. We rst review the derivation of the DC ondutane in
this formalism (earlier disussion an be found in [13℄ and [14℄). We will then show how the alulation is interpreted
in terms of reetions of the plasma wave; this provides a simple ontext whih will help us later when we seek to
interpret this paper's results on the shot noise.
1. A straight derivation.
The boundary onditions an be rewritten in terms of the hiral hemial potentials as:
ZSi(−a, t) =
(
VS(t)− µ+(−a, t) + µ−(−a, t)
2e
)
,
ZDi(a, t) =
(
µ+(a, t) + µ−(a, t)
2e
− VD(t)
)
. (15)
In the DC regime these operators lose their spae and time-dependene therefore adding the two previous equations
yield: (ZS + ZD) i = VS − VD. The DC ondutane is thus:
G =
1
ZS + ZD
,
as expeted for a resistaneless LC-line onneted in series to two load impedanes. For the impedane mathed
system:
ZS = Z0 = ZD
and therefore using eq.(1):
G =
1
Z0
=
Ke2
h
,
whih is exatly the DC ondutane of the innite system [15℄.
The same onsiderations an be applied to the AC ondutane matrix [11℄ and one nds that the impedane-
mathed system has exatly the properties of the innite system.
2. Physial interpretation: an equivalent derivation using reetions.
As seen in the previous subsetion the omputation of the DC ondutane is quite straightforward using the
'impedane boundary onditions'. For the sake of pedagogy we will rederive the DC ondutane as a funtion of
reetion oeients.
We onsider for full generality arbitrary reetions oeients at the soure and drain rS and rD. The soure
and drain are set at voltages VS and VD. We now build the ontributions to the urrent resulting from the multiple
reetions.
Order zero:we start with the values in the innite system for the hiral urrents injeted by soure and drain (see
for instane [16℄) as resulting from a straightforward linear-response alulation:
i+0 =
VS
2Z0
, i−0 =
VD
2Z0
6Figure 2: Multiple reetions renormalizing the ondutane.
whih yields I = i+0 − i−0 = VS−VD2Z0 = Ke
2
h (VS − VD). Resulting for the innite system to a ondutane renormalized
by interations: G = KG0.The ± exponent orresponds to the hirality (right or left moving plasmons).
Order one: we take into aount the reetions at the boundaries. This implies additional urrents:
i+1 = rS i
−
0 − rS i+0 , i−1 = rD i+0 − rD i−0
Eah urrent has two ontributions at this order: the rst one orresponds to the reexion at the boundary of the
urrent of opposite hirality while the seond one takes into aount the fat that a fration of the inoming urrent
does not atually enter the system due to reexion.
Order n ≥ 2:
We have multiple reexions of the hiral urrents within the system. Therefore one simply has:
i+n = rS i
−
n−1, i
−
n = rD i
+
n−1
Let us now ollet eah ontribution to get the total urrent.(
i+
i−
)
=
(
i+0
i−0
)
+
∞∑
n=0
(
0 rS
rD 0
)n(
i+1
i−1
)
=
(
i+0
i−0
)
+
1
1− rSrD
(
1 rS
rD 1
)( −rS rS
rD −rD
)(
i+0
i−0
)
=
1
1− rSrD
(
1− rS rS − rSrD
rD − rSrD 1− rD
)(
i+0
i−0
)
Thus:
I = i+ − i− = 1
1− rSrD (1− rS − rD + rSrD)
VS − VD
2Z0
.
7and the ondutane is:
G =
1− rS − rD + rSrD
1− rSrD
1
2Z0
. (16)
What do we learn from this alulation?
- (i) the multiple reetions are indeed not innouous: they are at the heart of the renormalization of the ondu-
tane.
- (ii) for arbitrary values of the reetion oeients the ondutane an take any value.
- (iii) for reetion oeients equal to zero one reovers the innite system physis.
The third point may sound like a tautology but to radiowave engineers used to transmission lines this is but a
statement of impedane mathing, a onept whose importane has yet been unreognized for the LL and the
entral issue of this paper.
-(iv) Let's make ontat with the 'impedane boundary onditions', whih an be rewritten as:
ZSue (ρ+(−a)− ρ−(−a)) = VS − Z0ue (ρ+(−a) + ρ−(−a)) ,
ZDue (ρ+(a)− ρ−(a)) = Z0ue (ρ+(a) + ρ−(a)) − VD.
The values of the reetion oeients an then be reovered; of ourse as expeted from the analogy to a lassial
LC-transmission line one nds:
rS =
ZS − Z0
ZS + Z0
, rD =
ZD − Z0
ZD + Z0
.
This is unsurprising given that the LL hamiltonian is quadrati and that therefore the lassial equations of motion
are exat.
Plugging in these values of the reetion oeients into the expression of the ondutane above ( eq.(16) ) one
reovers as it should be:
G =
1
ZS + ZD
.
E. Relation to the inhomogeneous LL and other models of a LL onneted to leads.
The signiane of reetions for a LL onneted to leads was rst reognized using the inhomogeneous LL, whih
is a model using a spae dependent LL parameter: K(x) = K for |x| < L/2 and K(x) = 1 for |x| ≥ L/2 for Fermi
liquid leads [7℄.
It an be shown (see Appendix of Ref. [11℄) that the inhomogeneous LL and several other theories based on
boundary onditions (suh as the 'radiative boundary onditions' [17℄ ) atually obeys our 'impedane boundary
onditions' albeit in a very spei ase, when load and drain impedanes take the values:
ZS = ZD =
h
2e2
.
These earlier theories will therefore be valid only for rather lean ontats with impedanes lose to those of a
non-interating system. Our more general approah has the advantage of not making suh assumptions.
F. Proof that the impedane mathed LL is equivalent to an innite LL.
The proof is simple: the impedane mathed LL is equivalent to an innite LL beause the Green's funtion of a
LL subjeted to the 'impedane boundary onditions' is idential with that of an innite LL provided ZS = ZD = Z0
(impedane mathing ondition).
The Green's funtion will not be used in this paper and the reader will nd details in Appendix B whih skethes
its derivation. This is the starting point for a Keldysh treatment using the 'impedane boundary onditions'.
8III. INJECTION OF PARTICLES THROUGH A STM TIP.
In this setion we disuss the following setup: a STM tip tunneling eletrons into the bulk of a LL.
The obvious strategy to takle the transport properties is to use the Keldysh formalism, whih is well suited to
non-equilibrium physis: this is the approah followed by Crépieux, Martin et oll., [8℄ using the inhomogeneous LL.
Atually the same an be done with the 'impedane boundary onditions' ; the main dierene is that the Green
funtions of the inhomogeneous LL orrespond to the speial ase ZS = ZD =
h
2e2 and that one has two reetion
oeients (at soure and drain) instead of a single one. That approah is skethed in APPENDIX B.
We will show another more eonomial and physially more transparent approah whih yields most of the physis
(and often gives the same results). It is based upon making a distintion between operators for the injeted urrents
and operators for the measured urrent.
We disuss separately DC and AC shot noise beause our approah is simpler to understand in the DC ase;
additionally:
- for the DC noise, we disuss both asymetri injetion of partiles (unequal probability to injet an eletron either
at the left or the right Fermi point) and arbitrary interfae resistanes (in ontrast Ref. [8℄ deals with symetri
injetion and implies interfae resistanes set to
h
2e2 ).
- for AC noise while keeping arbitrary interfae resistanes (whih is the required setting for a disussion of impedane
mathing) we restrit for simpliity to symetri injetion.
We also restrit ourselves in what follows to 'exess noise' and never disuss 'equilibrium noise' sine the latter is
in some sense trivial as it obeys the utuation-dissipation theorem.
A. DC shot noise.
Our derivation of the DC shot noise wil follow these steps:
- we rst relate the urrent operators to another set of operators ('injeted urent operators')(setion III A 2);
- we ompute the exess noise of these operators (setion III A 4);
- and nally infer from them the urrent exess noise (setion III A 5).
1. Earlier results
We onsider the following apparatus: an STM tip tunnels eletrons to the bulk of a LL (say, a arbon nanotube).
We all I1 and I2 the urrents going to the left and to the right of the injetion point. These urrents are oriented
OUTgoing from the injetion point. They are the urrents measured respetively at the soure and drain. The
main work on the subjet is that of Crépieux, Martin and oll [8℄. They nd that in the innite system the diret
orrelations of urrent and ross-orrelations obey:
F∞1 =
〈
∆I21
〉
〈∆I1〉 =
(
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
F∞2 =
〈
∆I22
〉
〈∆I2〉 =
(
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
〈∆I1∆I2〉
〈∆I1〉 = 2Q+Q−
where Q± =
1±K
2 are the (in general irrational) harges of two frational states: injetion of a +kF eletron
was proved to result in the reation of two exat frational eigenstates of the LL [5℄ propagating in the right and left
diretions and arrying just suh harges Q± =
1±K
2 . (Injetion of a −kF eletron results in the opposite: propagation
to the left of harge
1+K
2 and propagation to the right of harge
1−K
2 ). These peuliar states are a ombination of
one Laughlin quasipartile with one holon. A noteworthy observation is that Crépieux et al [8℄, nd POSITIVE
ross-orrelations whih is quite unexpeted for a fermioni system.
(As an aside we note that suh harges were antiipated in [18℄, where as a quantum average a harge density e
〈ρ(x, t = 0)〉 = e δ(x) was found to separate into two harge pakets 〈ρ(x, t)〉 = 1+K2 e δ(x − ut) + 1−K2 e δ(x + ut)
arrying exatly the harges
1±K
2 ; it was realized later in [5℄ that these harges are atually arried by exat frational
eigenstates).
9Figure 3: STM tip injets eletrons into a LL.
Lebedev et al [8℄ later found that these results were invalidated when the LL is onneted to Fermi liquid reservoirs;
one gets up to order two in perturbation:
F1 =
〈
∆I21
〉
〈∆I1〉 = e
F2 =
〈
∆I22
〉
〈∆I2〉 = e
〈∆I1∆I2〉
〈∆I1〉 = 0.
So one reovers integral harges. This disappointing result is explained by Lebedev et al. as follows [8℄: in a
seond-order perturbation theory one neglets orrelation between the transport of two eletrons injeted sequentially;
assuming perfet transmission of the eletron, a single injeted eletron will be transmitted as a whole to either one
of the reservoirs so that 〈Q1Q2〉 = 0 whih results into 〈∆I1∆I2〉 = 0. As an one an see a ruial element of suh
an argumentation is perfet transmission of the injeted eletron. We will show in the ourse of this paper that suh
a ondition an be relaxed (it atually depends ruially on the impedanes at the boundaries of the system) whih
results in dierent values of the urrent-urrent orrelators predited by Crépieux, Martin and oll. [8℄.
(NB: As a shorthand notation we have written in the above the urrent orrelation
〈
∆I21
〉
for the zero frequeny
Fourier transform
〈
∆I21 (ω = 0)
〉
=
〈∫
dt∆I1(t)∆I1(0)
〉
of that quantity. We will also use this notation in the rest of
the paper.)
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2. Injeted urrents versus measured urrents.
(We work here in the Heisenberg piture for the operators. Sine we onsider atually in this subsetion a DC
ontext the time dependene will be dropped.)
The goal of that subsetion is to show that the operators for the measured urrents I1 and I2 are NOT the
operators for the urrents I−T and I
+
T injeted by the STM tip. The reason for that is simple: there are reetions at
the boundaries. Imagine for instane that the STM tip injets urrent only to the left of the tip. Due to reetions
eventually there must be some urrent owing to the right whih shows that the net urrents I1 and I2 owing in the
system dier from the urrents injeted by the tip.
The rationale for making suh distintions is that the noise properties of I−T and I
+
T an be easily found and that
from them the orrelators for I1 and I2 an then be inferred very simply without reourse to the Keldysh tehnique.
Let us see that in detail.
Firstly we note that in this DC ontext the operators will have no spae or time dependene; but due to the
presene of the tunneling point we must distinguish the values of the operators to the left or to the right of the STM
tip. Aordingly we note:
µ±R = µ
±(x > 0), µ±L = µ
±(x < 0);
i±R = i
±(x > 0), i±L = i
±(x < 0);
I2 = I(x > 0)
I1 = − I(x < 0)
As we an see from Fig. 3 the operators for the urrent owing to the left and to the right of the STM tip and the
operators for the urrents injeted are dierent; by denition and using eq.(10),
I2 =
1
2eZ0
(
µ+R − µ−R
)
= i+R − i−R
−I1 = 1
2eZ0
(
µ+L − µ−L
)
= i+L − i−L
where:
i±R/L =
µ±R/L
2eZ0
is the urrent arried by eah hiral branh on the right (index R) or the left (index L) of the tunnelling tip (see Fig.2
(b) ). In other words what we all I1 and I2are just the urrents owing in the wire.
In ontrast the operators for the urrents injeted by the STM tip to its right and to its left are respetively:
I+T =
1
2eZ0
(
µ+R − µ+L
)
= i+R − i+L
I−T =
1
2eZ0
(
µ−L − µ−R
)
= i−L − i−R
The reason for that is that the eigenmodes of the LL are NOT left or right moving eletrons: the urrent injeted by
the tip really goes into the hiral (plasmon) eigenmodes of the LL.
In the innite system that disrepany between injeted and measured urrents is irrelevant (for DC measurements)
beause for a LL wire whih is grounded obviously
〈
i+L
〉
= 0 =
〈
i−R
〉
sine no urrent is oming from the eletrodes:
as a result 〈I1〉 =
〈
I−T
〉
and 〈I2〉 =
〈
I+T
〉
.
Not so in a nite geometry: there are of ourse reetions at the boundaries.
It is possible to relate the two sets of operators I1, I2 and I
−
T , I
+
T . The speial ase of quantized resistanes
ZS = ZD =
R0
2 =
h
2e2 was previously disussed by the author and ollaborators in [13℄.
Using their denition one has in partiular that the total tunneling urrent is:
Itotal = I1 + I2 = I
+
T + I
−
T
We now use the boundary onditions, eq.(15) :
I1 =
1
2eZS
(
µ+L + µ
−
L
)
=
Z0
ZS
(
i+L + i
−
L
)
I2 =
1
2eZD
(
µ+R + µ
−
R
)
=
Z0
ZD
(
i+R + i
−
R
)
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where the soure and drain voltages have been set to the ground in this geometry; we have also used the fat that the
operators are uniform.
This implies:
ZSI1 − ZDI2 = Z0
(
I−T − I+T
)
Finally: (
ZS −ZD
1 1
)(
I1
I2
)
=
(
Z0 −Z0
1 1
)(
I−T
I+T
)
(
I1
I2
)
=
1
ZS + ZD
(
ZD + Z0 ZD − Z0
ZS − Z0 ZS + Z0
)(
I−T
I+T
)
(17)
We stress that these relations hold very generally: the tunnel urrents need not be small; the range of validity
extends from the weak tunneling to the strong tunneling regime.
Essential remarks:
- (i) We reover the intuitively expeted result that IF impedane mathing is realized at BOTH boundaries, namely:
ZS = Z0 = ZD
Then the measured urrents and the injeted urrents are idential:(
I1,matched
I2,matched
)
=
(
I−T
I+T
)
.
This gives the physial meaning of the injeted urrent operators I−T and I
+
T : they would be the urrent operators if
the system were innite. This means that we an view the relation between the operators for the injeted urrents
I−T and I
+
T and the operators for the measured urrents I1, I2 as an operator renormalization when one goes from the
innite system to the nite-length system.
- (ii) Why is it useful to onsider the operators I−T and I
+
T ? Beause in the DC regime by making some reasonable
assumptions (Poisson injetion by the STM tip) the Fano ratios are quite easy to nd: atually they are idential
with those of the innite system, whih is not quite unreasonable given the fat that I−T and I
+
T are just the urrent
operators of the impedane-mathed system.
For AC exess noise the orrelators for I−T and I
+
T are not so easily found. But still we will nd that assuming that
their orrelators are unhanged from their values in the innite system yields the dominant behaviour for the exess
noise for the measured urrents I1, I2.
3. Physial interpretation : reetions.
The renormalization from I−T and I
+
T to I1 and I2 physially results from multiple reetions bak and forth at
the boundaries. This is a ompletely lassial eet as seen for instane in waveguides, sound waves in a tube,
et, whenever load impedanes are onneted to the boundaries of the system and whenever there is an impedane
mismath.
Sine this relation is the building-blok of this paper for the sake of pedagogy we will now show how it an be
reovered by diretly onsidering reetions of the plasma wave. Let us dene reetions oeients rS and rD.
The plasma wave has two hiral omponents on the left and on the right of the impurity i±R/L. We will build these
urrents sequentially.
Order zero:
If we take no aount of the reetions then at zero order in a development in the reetion oeients:
i+L(0) = 0 i
−
R(0) = 0
i+R(0) = I
+
T i
−
L(0) = I
−
T
Order one:
i+L(1) = rD i
−
L(0) i
−
R(1) = rS i
+
R(0)
i+R(1) = i
+
L(1) i
−
L(1) = i
−
R(1)
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Figure 4: Reetions at the boundaries for the urrents injeted by a STM tip.
The seond line follows just from urrent onservation.
Order n:
i+L(n) = rD i
−
L(n−1) i
−
R(n) = rS i
+
R(n−1)
i+R(n) = i
+
L(n) i
−
L(n) = i
−
R(n)
Therefore for n ≥ 1: (
i+R(n)
i−L(n)
)
=
(
0 rS
rD 0
)(
i+R(n−1)
i−L(n−1)
)
and for n ≥ 2: (
i+L(n)
i−R(n)
)
=
(
0 rS
rD 0
)(
i+L(n−1)
i−R(n−1)
)
.
Dening M =
(
0 rS
rD 0
)
we have: later we will physially interpret some of this paper's results for the shot noise
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through similar heuristi reasonings(
i+R
i−L
)
=
[
1 +M +M2 +M3 + ...
]( i+R(0)
i−L(0)
)
= [1−M ]−1
(
I+T
I−T
)
=
1
1− rSrD
(
1 rS
rD 1
)(
I+T
I−T
)
and (
i+L
i−R
)
=
[
1 +M +M2 +M3 + ...
]( i+L(1)
i−R(1)
)
= [1−M ]−1
(
rS I
−
T
rD I
+
T
)
Sine I1 = i
−
L − i+L and I2 = i+R − i−R straightforward alulations lead to:(
I1
I2
)
=
1
1− rSrD
(
1− rS (1− rS) rD
(1− rD) rS 1− rD
)(
I−T
I+T
)
Comparison with the results found above:(
I1
I2
)
=
1
ZS + ZD
(
ZD + Z0 ZD − Z0
ZS − Z0 ZS + Z0
)(
I−T
I+T
)
shows they are idential provided one identies
rD =
ZD − Z0
ZD + Z0
, rS =
ZS − Z0
ZS + Z0
whih is just the expression expeted for e.g. a sound wave in a tube terminated by two load impedanes !
This shows that the renormalizations of the tunneling urrents follow simply from multiple reetions at the bound-
aries of the Luttinger liquid. Observe again that the origin of the phenomenon is purely lassial and has no quantum
grounds.
4. Exess noise for I
−
T
and I
+
T
for an STM with asymetri injetion.
There are two proesses for the injetion: either (i) injetion of an eletron at kF or (ii) injetion at −kF .
As shown in [5℄ these eletrons split in the LL and frational eigenstates are reated so that physially one injets
the harges
Q+ =
1+K
2
Q− =
1−K
2
in eah arm: proess (i) injetion at kF : Q+ to the right and Q− to the left; proess (ii): Q− to the right and Q+
to the left.
The total number of injetions by either proesses obeys Poisson statistis: we will work in a weak transmission
limit (the urrent injeted goes as a power law of the voltage dierene between the eletrode tip and the nanotube).
We dene the probabilities that a given injetion is by proess (ii) rather than (i) by T . Mirosopially we write the
usual Luttinger hamiltonian plus a tunneling hamiltonian:
V = (Γ+kF ΨR + Γ−kFΨL ) c
+ + h.c.
ΨR is the eletron operator for an eletron at the right Fermi point +kF and ΨL is the eletron operator for an
eletron at the left Fermi point +kF ; c
+
is the reation operator for an eletron in the eletrode. We have allowed for
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distint probability amplitudes for the injetion of left and right eletrons for full generality. The probabilities T and
R are then simply:
R =
|Γ+kF |2
|Γ+kF |2 + |Γ−kF |2
T =
|Γ−kF |2
|Γ+kF |2 + |Γ−kF |2
T is therefore the probability that a given harge injetion is done with a left Fermi point eletron rather than with
a right Fermi eletron.
As already emphasized by Crépieux et al, [8℄ injetion in a LL through an STM tip works as a Hanbury-Brown and
Twiss devie. Some are is however needed in the omparison: in a standard Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setting a
soure signal is partitioned with a probability T to be transmitted and a probability R = 1− T of reetion; here for
the LL what plays the role of the partitioning is the fat that an eletron an be injeted at either +kF or −kF : it is
not the splitting of harge into frational harges whih ats as a partitioning. Choosing an asymetri STM eletrode
allows a better omparison to the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setting sine the probabilities T and R are not xed at
the value T = R = 1/2 as in a symetri eletrode. In the present experimental state of the art it may sem far-fethed
to realize seletive or asymetri injetion of eletrons but it might be feasible in a foreseeable future in quantum wires.
If the total number of injetions is N : 〈
∆N2
〉− 〈N〉 = 0
sine we have assumed Poissonian statistis for the total number of eletron injetions. We all m and m′ the number
of injetions by respetively proess (ii) or (i) above. Evidently one has the partition noise result (Burgess variane
theorem): 〈
m2
〉− 〈m〉2 = T 2 〈∆N2〉+ T (1− T ) 〈N〉
〈∆m∆m′〉 = T (1− T ) (〈∆N2〉− 〈N〉) .
Now using the assumption that the total number of injetions obeys Poisson statistis, one nds that:〈
∆m2
〉
= T 〈N〉 = 〈m〉〈
∆m′2
〉
= R 〈N〉 = 〈m′〉
〈∆m∆m′〉 = 0.
We infer the harge N−T = Q+m + Q−m
′
transmitted to the left of the tip (arm 1), the urrent injeted in the left
arm I−T and its utuations: 〈
N−T
〉
= Q+ 〈m〉+Q− 〈m′〉 = (Q+T +Q−R) 〈N〉〈
I−T
〉
= (Q+T +Q−R) 〈I〉 (18)〈(
∆N−T
)2〉
=
〈
(Q+∆m+Q−∆m
′)
2
〉
= Q2+
〈
∆m2
〉
+Q2−
〈
∆m′2
〉
= (Q2+T +Q
2
−R) 〈N〉
F1 =
〈(
∆I−T
)2〉〈
I−T
〉 =
〈(
∆N−T
)2〉〈
N−T
〉 = Q2+T +Q2−R
Q+T +Q−R
(19)
And likewise in the right arm (arm 2):〈
N+T
〉
= Q− 〈m〉+Q+ 〈m′〉 = (Q−T +Q+R) 〈N〉〈
I+T
〉
= (Q−T +Q+R) 〈I〉 (20)〈(
∆N+T
)2〉
=
〈
(Q−∆m+Q+∆m
′)
2
〉
= Q2−
〈
∆m2
〉
+Q2+
〈
∆m′2
〉
= (Q2−T +Q
2
+R) 〈N〉
F2 =
〈(
∆I+T
)2〉〈
I+T
〉 =
〈(
∆N+T
)2〉〈
N+T
〉 = Q2−T +Q2+R
Q−T +Q+R
(21)
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The ross orrelations follow easily:〈
∆N−T ∆N
+
T
〉
= 〈(Q+∆m+Q−∆m′) (Q−∆m+Q+∆m′)〉
= Q+Q−
(〈
∆m2
〉
+
〈
∆m′2
〉)
= Q+Q− 〈N〉〈
∆I−T ∆I
+
T
〉
= Q+Q−
〈
I−T + I
+
T
〉〈
∆I−T ∆I
+
T
〉〈
I−T
〉 = Q+Q−
Q+T +Q−R
,〈
∆I−T ∆I
+
T
〉〈
I+T
〉 = Q+Q−
Q−T +Q+R
,〈
∆I−T ∆I
+
T
〉√〈
I−T
〉 〈
I+T
〉 = Q+Q−√
(Q+T +Q−R) (Q−T +Q+R)
(22)
We observe in passing that they are positive a fat already pointed out in [8℄ for the speial ase of symetri
injetion. All those straightforward results an of ourse be reovered by a lengthier route through the Keldysh
tehnique following Crépieux et al.
We stress furthermore that these relations are valid whether the LL wire is nite or not. Although the exat values
of the orrelators and of the urrent averages depend on the length of the system (the quantum average being taken
over the length-dependent ground state) the Fano ratios are learly invariant. In partiular this means that the Fano
ratios for the injeted urrents are exatly those of the measured urrents I1 and I2 in the innite system.
5. Exess noise for the measured urrents: a mixing of diret and ross-orrelations as ompared to the innite system.
Sine : (
I1
I2
)
=
1
ZS + ZD
(
ZD + Z0 ZD − Z0
ZS − Z0 ZS + Z0
)(
I−T
I+T
)
it follows that the DC noise orrelations for the measured urrents are:〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
=
1
(ZS + ZD)
2
[
(ZD + Z0)
2
〈(
∆I−T
)2〉
+ (ZD − Z0)2
〈(
∆I+T
)2〉
+ 2
(
Z2D − Z20
) 〈
∆I+T ∆I
−
T
〉 ]
(23)〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
=
1
(ZS + ZD)
2
[
(ZS − Z0)2
〈(
∆I−T
)2〉
+ (ZS + Z0)
2
〈(
∆I+T
)2〉
+ 2
(
Z2S − Z20
) 〈
∆I+T ∆I
−
T
〉]
(24)
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 =
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0)
〈(
∆I−T
)2〉
+ (ZS + Z0) (ZD − Z0)
〈(
∆I+T
)2〉
+ 2
(
ZSZD + Z
2
0
) 〈
∆I+T ∆I
−
T
〉
(ZS + ZD)
2
(25)
where
〈
∆I±T ∆I
±
T
〉
are the orrelators of the injeted urrents.
Sine the Fano fators for
〈
∆I±T ∆I
±
T
〉
are idential to those of I1 and I2 in the innite system this shows that in
the presene of boundaries there is a mixing of what would be in the innite system the diret and ross orrelations.
Sine aording to eq.(20,18):
〈
I−T
〉
= (Q+T +Q−R) 〈I〉 ,〈
I+T
〉
= (Q−T +Q+R) 〈I〉 . (26)
The latter equations then imply that (using eq.(17) ):
(
I1
I2
)
=
I
ZS + ZD
(
ZD + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (T −R)
ZS + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (R− T )
)
(27)
=
I−T
(Q+T +Q−R) (ZS + ZD)
(
ZD + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (T −R)
ZS + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (R− T )
)
(28)
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Gathering eq.(17) and eq.(23) one then nds immediately:
〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
=
(ZD + Z0)
2 Q
2
+T+Q
2
−
R
Q+T+Q−R
+ (ZD − Z0)2 Q
2
−
T+Q2+R
Q+T+Q−R
+ 2
(
Z2D − Z20
) Q+Q−
Q+T+Q−R
(ZS + ZD)
2
〈
I−T
〉
〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
=
(ZS − Z0)2 Q
2
+T+Q
2
−
R
Q+T+Q−R
+ (ZS + Z0)
2 Q
2
−
T+Q2+R
Q+T+Q−R
+ 2
(
Z2S − Z20
) Q+Q−
Q+T+Q−R
(ZS + ZD)
2
〈
I−T
〉
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 =
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) Q
2
+T+Q
2
−
R
Q+T+Q−R
+ (ZS + Z0) (ZD − Z0) Q
2
−
T+Q2+R
Q+T+Q−R
+ 2
(
ZSZD + Z
2
0
) Q+Q−
Q+T+Q−R
(ZS + ZD)
2
〈
I−T
〉
and plugging the expression of the urrent injeted to the left in funtion of the total urrent from eq.(26):〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
=
1
(ZS + ZD)
2
[
(ZD + Z0)
2 (
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+(ZD − Z0)2
(
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
)
+ 2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
(Q+Q−)
]
〈I〉
〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
=
1
(ZS + ZD)
2
[
(ZS − Z0)2
(
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+
(ZS + Z0)
2 (
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
)
+ 2
(
Z2S − Z20
)
(Q+Q−)
]
〈I〉
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 = 1
(ZS + ZD)
2
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0)
(
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+(ZS + Z0) (ZD − Z0)
(
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
)
+ 2
(
ZSZD + Z
2
0
)
(Q+Q−)
]
〈I〉
or in terms of the urrents in eah branh (using eq.(27) above):
〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
=
(ZD + Z0)
2 (
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+ (ZD − Z0)2
(
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
)
+ 2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
(Q+Q−)
(ZS + ZD)
〈I1〉
ZD + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (T −R)〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
=
(ZS − Z0)2
(
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+ (ZS + Z0)
2 (Q2−T +Q2+R)+ 2 (Z2S − Z20) (Q+Q−)
(ZS + ZD)
〈I2〉
ZS + Z0 (Q+ −Q−) (R− T )
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 =
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0)
(
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
)
+ (ZS + Z0) (ZD − Z0)
(
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
)
+ 2
(
ZSZD + Z
2
0
)
(Q+Q−)
(ZS + ZD)
2 〈I〉
(29)
whih is the main result of the setion.
Up to now we stress that the exat values of the harges Q+ and Q− of the frational states have not been used in
the alulations: this implies that the set of equations eq.(29) an be used to extrat experimentally their values EVEN
in the absene of impedane mathing ONCE the values of the load impedanes ZS and ZD and the harateristi
impedane Z0 are known through any transport measurement (time domain reetometry, DC or AC ondutane,
et...). Sine one has three orrelators, the experimental measurement of two of them should in priniple allow for an
extration of the two harges Q+ and Q− by tting their values while the measurement of the third orrelator (e.g.
the ross-orrelation) then beomes a distint non-trivial predition of the theory WITHOUT any t.
However suh a straightforward approah faes us with one oneptual issue: if we use the distint preditions of
the LL theory [5, 11℄ the harateristi impedane Z0 and the harges Q+ and Q− are found not to be independent
sine:
Q+ =
1 +K
2
, Q− =
1−K
2
, Z0 =
h
2Ke2
.
If we plug in these values in the expression for the urrent orrelators one gets:
〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
=
Z2D +
R20
4 + ZDR0 (T −R)
(ZS + ZD)
(
ZD +
R0
2 (T −R)
) 〈I1〉
〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
=
Z2S +
R20
4 − ZSR0 (T −R)
(ZS + ZD)
(
ZS − R02 (T −R)
) 〈I2〉
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 =
ZSZD − R
2
0
4 + (ZS − ZD)R02 (T −R)
(ZS + ZD)
2 〈I〉 (30)
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where R0 = h/e
2
is the quantum of resistane. All the dependene on the Luttinger parameter K has vanished:
equations Eq.(30) are therefore orret even for free fermions (K = 1) provided they are onneted to two load
impedanes ZS and ZD and that all phase oherene eets are negleted. It might seem therefore that the strong
interation physis an not be probed in this manner.
The frational harges seemingly (there is one proviso) an not be measured in a DC experiment: this generalizes
the onlusion reahed by [8℄, whose alulations we reover as a subase of ours with a symetri setup (T = R = 1/2)
for the speial hoie of:
ZS = ZD =
R0
2
=
h
2e2
as: 〈
(∆I1)
2
〉
= 〈∆I1〉 (31)〈
(∆I2)
2
〉
= 〈∆I2〉 (32)
〈∆I1 ∆I2〉 = 0 (33)
However we an see that the fat that these orrelators take the same value as in an innite non-interating system
results atually from the onspiray of three elements: (1) the fortuitous anellation of the harateristi impedane
with the frational harges; (2) the fat that the inhomogeneous LL (LL with Fermi leads) and related models imply
that the load impedanes take a not innouous value: ZS = ZD =
R0
2 =
h
2e2 ; (3) the symetri injetion of +kF and−kF eletrons resulting in: T = R = 1/2.
The proviso to the negative onlusion reahed here is to use impedane mathing: sine reetions are killed one
is sure to work with an eetively innite Luttinger liquid and there an then be no ambiguity on the interpretation
of shot noise experiments. Indeed for the mathed system the identity of the measured urrents with the urrents
injeted ensures that we are measuring intrinsi properties of the LL unspoiled by reetions; namely:(
I1,matched
I2,matched
)
=
(
I−T
I+T
)
implies immediately (see setion III A 4) that the urrent orrelators of the mathed system oinide with those of the
innite system: 〈
∆I21,matched
〉
〈∆I1,matched〉 =
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
Q+T +Q−R
, (34)〈
∆I22,matched
〉
〈∆I2,matched〉 =
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
Q−T +Q+R
, (35)
〈∆I1,matched∆I2,matched〉
〈∆I1,matched〉 =
Q+Q−
Q+T +Q−R
. (36)
The nal onlusion of this setion is therefore that in general the eetive harges of the frational states reated
upon injetion of harge by a tunneling STM tip are unobservable in a DC experiment UNLESS impedane mathing
is realized.
B. AC shot noise.
1. Renormalization of the injeted urrents into measured urrents.
The previous relations for the renormalization of the injeted urrents are only valid in the DC regime (e.g. for
the zero frequeny Fourier omponents of the urrent): we want to derive a similar relation for the non-zero Fourier
omponents, sine this will enable us to disuss AC shot noise. We all the length to the right and to the left of the
tunneling point L2 and L1. We work at frequeny ω and dene the plasma wave phases:
φ2 =
ω
u
L2 φ1 =
ω
u
L1.
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The previous result is then modied as:(
I1(ω)
I2(ω)
)
=
2Z0
(ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2) (37)
×
(
(ZD + Z0) e
−i(φ1+φ2) (ZD − Z0)
(ZS − Z0) (ZS + Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2)
)(
I−T (−L1, ω)
I+T (L2, ω)
)
where
(
I1(ω)
I2(ω)
)
are the urrents measured at the boundaries (x = −L1and x = L2).
(
I−T (x = 0, ω)
I+T (x = 0, ω)
)
are the urrents
injeted at the STM tip but sine we are not in a DC regime we must take into aount propagation eets: that's
why we onsider the values taken at the boundaries
(
I−T (−L1, ω)
I+T (L2, ω)
)
rather than
(
I−T (x = 0, ω)
I+T (x = 0, ω)
)
(the omponents of
the two vetors only dier by phases).
If impedane mathing is realized learly:
(
I1(ω)
I2(ω)
)
=
(
I−T (−L1, ω)
I+T (L2, ω)
)
.
2. AC shot noise: transfer tensor for the urrent-urrent orrelators between injeted and measured urrents.
Sine: (
I1(ω)
I2(ω)
)
=
2Z0
(ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2)
×
(
(ZD + Z0) e
−i(φ1+φ2) (ZD − Z0)
(ZS − Z0) (ZS + Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2)
)(
I−T (−L1, ω)
I+T (L2, ω)
)
it follows that:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)
{
(ZD + Z0)
2 S−L1,−L1 + (ZD − Z0)2 SL2,L2
+
(
Z2D − Z20
) [
e−i(φ1+φ2)S−L1,L2 + e
i(φ1+φ2)SL2,−L1
] }
〈I2(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)
{
(ZS − Z0)2 S−L1,−L1 + (ZS + Z0)2 SL2,L2
+
(
Z2S − Z20
) [
ei(φ1+φ2)S−L1,L2 + e
−i(φ1+φ2)SL2,−L1
] }
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)

(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2)S−L1,−L1
+(ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)SL2,L2
+(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0)S−L1,L2
+(ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0)SL2,−L1

where we have dened for onveniene:
∆(φ1 + φ2) = (ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2)
(the denominator) and:
S−L1,−L1 =
〈
I−T (−L1, ω)I−T (−L1,−ω)
〉
SL2,L2 =
〈
I+T (L2, ω)I
+
T (L2,−ω)
〉
S−L1,L2 =
〈
I−T (−L1, ω)I+T (L2,−ω)
〉
SL2,−L1 =
〈
I+T (L2, ω)I
−
T (−L1,−ω)
〉
3. Finite frequeny dependene of the shot noise with a DC bias: the ase of symetri injetion.
We will for simpliity restrit ourselves to symetri injetion of +kF or −kF eletrons by the STM tip subjeted to
a DC bias.
While in the disussion of DC exess noise we were able to ompute the Fano ratios of the injeted urrents by
using the fat that the injetion of partiles by the STM is Poissonian no simple alulation is possible for the AC
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orrelators of I−T and I
+
T . This stems from the fat that one would need time-resolved information rather than just
the statistis of the total number of partiles injeted by the STM whih is enough for DC.
An obvious solution would be to make a Keldysh alulation.
Some simple assumptions on I−T and I
+
T will allow us to avoid this route while still getting the essential physis:
let us assume that their orrelators are idential with those of the innite system. Aording to our disussion of
impedane mathing it is likely that their urrent-urrent orrelators S−L1,−L1, SL2,L2, S−L1,L2 and SL2,−L1 are
indeed not too dierent from those of the innite LL, whih were omputed in [8℄ for a four-mode system (a arbon
nanotube) and whih, adapted to the spinless LL, read:
S−L1,−L1 =
(
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
θ(
∣∣∣∣eV~
∣∣∣∣− |ω|) (1− ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν I∞(ω = 0)
SL2,L2 = S−L1,−L1
S−L1,L2 = 2Q+Q− θ(
∣∣∣∣eV~
∣∣∣∣− |ω|) (1− ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν ei(φ1−φ2) I∞(ω = 0)
SL2,−L1 = 2Q+Q− θ(
∣∣∣∣eV~
∣∣∣∣− |ω|) (1− ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν e−i(φ1−φ2) I∞(ω = 0)
where ν = 12 (K +K
−1) and I∞(ω = 0) is the DC urrent injeted into one branh:
I∞(ω = 0) =
2e2Γ2
pivFΓ(ν + 1)
(a
u
)ν
(eV )ν .
The diret and ross orrelators show (i) the harges of the frational states, (ii) and have a harateristi power-law
dependene towards a threshold Josephson frequeny.
We will abbreviate
f(V, ω) = θ(
∣∣∣∣eV~
∣∣∣∣ − |ω|) (1− ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν I∞(ω = 0)
to shorten the lines of algebra.
Using these results one an plug them in the expression found for the urrents in the nite geometry so that:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2 f(V, ω)
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)
{ [
(ZD + Z0)
2
+ (ZD − Z0)2
] (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+4 cos 2φ2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
Q+Q−
}
〈I2(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2
f(V, ω)
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)
{ [
(ZS + Z0)
2
+ (ZS − Z0)2
] (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+4 cos 2φ1
(
Z2S − Z20
)
Q+Q−
}
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = (2Z0)
2
f(V, ω)
∆(φ1 + φ2)∆(−φ1 − φ2)
{ [
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)
] (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+2Q+Q−
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0) e
i(φ1−φ2) + (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) e−i(φ1−φ2)
] }
We an also write:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2D + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
= f(V, ω) 2A
[
Z2D
(
Q2+ +Q
2
− + 2 cos 2φ2 Q+Q−
)
+ Z20
(
Q2+ +Q
2
− − 2 cos 2φ2 Q+Q−
)]
where:
A =
4Z20
|∆(φ1 + φ2)|2
=
Z20
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20 ) (Z2S − Z20 )
;
from the previous expression one an see learly how there an be a anellation of the LL parameter K at zero fre-
queny: if φ2 = 0
(
Q2+ +Q
2
− + 2 cos 2φ2 Q+Q−
)
beomes (Q+ +Q−)
2
= 1 while Z20
(
Q2+ +Q
2
− − 2 cos 2φ2 Q+Q−
)
=
20
Z20 (Q+ −Q−)2 =
(
h
2e2K
)2
K2; all dependene on K has vanished. The speial harater of the non-integer harges
of the frational exitations has disappeared in the DC limit.
Likewise:
〈I2(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2S + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ1
(
Z2S − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
{ (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
) [
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)
]
+2Q+Q−
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0) e
i(φ1−φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1−φ2)
] }
where φ2 =
ω
uL2 and φ1 =
ω
uL1 (L1 and L2 are the lengths from the impurity to eah boundary). This is the main
result of this paper.
It is easy although tedious to hek that the expressions derived in [8℄ for the nite LL orrespond to the limiting
ase: ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
. Our expression has the same range of validity as theirs: it yields the dominant length-
dependent osillating ontribution to the noise.
We observe in passing that our expressions are valid only for exess noise (not equilibrium noise): this stems from
the fat that we have used the expression of the exess noise of the injeted urrents.
The Fano ratios (orrelators divided by urrents) follow straightforwardly: to make progress we still assume that
the injeted urrents will be idential with the urrents of the innite system, whih should be orret to leading order
in 1/L the length of the system:
〈
I−T
〉
= 〈I∞1 〉. Sine I1 = ZD+Z0ZS+ZD I
−
T +
ZD−Z0
ZS+ZD
I+T one eventually nds (sine injetion
is symetri):
〈I1〉 = 2ZD
ZS + ZD
〈
I−T
〉
=
2ZD
ZS + ZD
〈I∞〉
So that:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉
〈I1(ω = 0)〉 = θ(|eV | − |~ω|)
(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν ZS + ZD2ZD
×A [2 (Z2D + Z20) (Q2+ +Q2−)+ 4 cos 2φ2 (Z2D − Z20)Q+Q−]
=
1
2
θ(|eV | − |~ω|)
(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν ZS + ZD2ZD
× Z
2
0
[
2
(
Z2D + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20) (Z2S − Z20 )
and:
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉
〈I1(ω = 0)〉 = θ(|eV | − |~ω|)
(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)ν ZS + ZD2ZD
× Z
2
0
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20 ) (Z2S − Z20)
×
{ (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
) [
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)
]
+2Q+Q−
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0) e
i(φ1−φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1−φ2)
] }
This yields ratios whih are independent of the exat variations of the DC urrents, whih an be advantageous.
4. Disussion: experimental impliations.
Lebedev et al. [8℄ nd the following expressions for the exess noise, orresponding to ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
:
〈I(x, ω)I(x′,−ω)〉 = 1
2
f(V, ω)
[
1
1− (1−K−2) sin2 φ +
sgn(x)sgn(x′)
1− (1−K2) sin2 φ
]
(38)
for x = ±x′ = ±L and with urrents oriented as outgoing from the tunneling point (x = 0).
A issue with these expressions is that the LL parameter K plays a dual role: it intervenes in the harges of
the elementary frational exitations and also it gives the harateristi impedane of the system whih regulates
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reetions. The Fano fator mixes both ontributions and therefore the previous expression oneal the harges: if
used experimentally suh equations an only provide a measurement of the LL parameter K; they do not show learly
how shot noise measures the harges.
This is ontrast with our approah where the leading (osillating) ontribution to the Fano fators oming from
the reetions have explitily been built. This explains why we are able to sort out the ontribution oming from the
frational harges:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2D + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
(39)
〈I2(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2S + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ1
(
Z2S − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
(40)
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
{ (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
) [
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)
]
+2Q+Q−
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0) e
i(φ1−φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1−φ2)
] }
(41)
We also stress that our expressions do not depend on the expliit values of the frational harges, whih means that
these formulas an be used experimentally without making any a priori assumption on Q±.
One one has independent values of the harateristi impedane Z0 and of the interfae resistanes ZS and ZD
(through for instane AC ondutane measurements) the shot noise allows unambiguous extration -without any
tting parameter- of the harges Q+ and Q−. As a bonus we have then a distint LL theory predition whih an
then be further heked, namely: Q± =
1±K
2 =
(
1± h2e2Z−10
)
/2 whih is evidene of the frationalization of the
eletron.
There are several strategies for using these exess noise orrelators experimentally to extrat frational harges:
(i) Lebedev, Crépieux and Martin [8℄ propose to measure ratios of ross and diret orrelations at a resonane
frequeny : this demands being able to make probes at rather large frequenies (at least 1− 100GHz ).
(ii) Sine one has the exat dependene of the noise on the frational harges it is a better strategy to use these
relations diretly by measuring the deviations to the DC limit at lower frequenies: for instane for a 1% deviation this
lowers the frequeny range by a fator of ten (for the diret orrelators) or even a hundred (for the rossed orrelators)
to 10MHz − 10 GHz. This is beause the ross-orrelations have a linear term in ω in a low-frequeny expansion
while the diret orrelations go as ω2:
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 =
ZSZD −R20/4
Z2D +R
2
0/4
+i
ω
u
2Z0
Z2D +R
2
0/4
{
(L1 + L2) (ZD − ZS)
(
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ (L1 − L2) (ZD + ZS) (2Q+Q−)
}
Observe that in order to extrat both the fators Q2+ + Q
2
− and Q+Q−one needs both ZD 6= ZS and L1 6= L2. The
symetri geometry is therefore the least favorable to observe the deviations to DC exess noise.
(iii) The frequeny range is improved but remains still high. For that reason, it seems muh better to make an
impedane mathing whih will already yield the frational harges at the DC range. This is the strategy we advoate.
IV. BACKSCATTERING BY AN IMPURITY.
In this setion we disuss the topi of a single impurity in a nite Luttinger liquid onneted to reservoirs.
A. Redution to the STM problem.
While the Keldysh approah an be used we propose another physially more transparent method whih relies on
a ne examination of urrent operators and impedane mismath, muh in the spirit of our treatment of the STM
problem. Additionally our method gives aess to exess noise but is not plagued with the ambiguities reated by the
involvement of the LL parameter K in both the frational harge and the reetion oeients: the expresssions for
the exess noise found through the Keldysh approah would involve the parameter K without dierentitating
The idea again is to redue the urrent operators to another set of urrent operators, whose orrelators are easier
to ompute. The new set of operators orresponds physially to urrents in an impedane-mathed environment.
So let us onsider iB the urrent baksattered from one hiral (plasma) branh to the other : it is NOT the eletroni
baksattering urrent whih is simply (to the right of the impurity) I2 − I0the dierene between the urrent in the
presene of the impurity and the urrent in the absene of an impurity. This follows from their expression; in a general
setting where one has both baksattering and urrent injetion one would have (see Figure 6):
iB − I+T = i+L − i+R
iB + I
−
T = i
−
R − i−L
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Figure 5: LL with an impurity onneted to impedanes (as boundary onditions).
Figure 6: Denition of the hiral urrents in the most general setting inluding both baksattering by an impurity and tunneling
urrent from a STM tip. Note however that in this setion the disussion is speialized to sole impurity baksattering so that
I
+
T
= 0 and I
−
T
= 0 (the STM tip is removed).
whih redues here to:
iB = i
−
R − i−L = i+L − i+R
by urrent onservation.
In ontrast:
I0 − I2 = e
2
h
VSD − (i+R − i−R).
(VSD is the voltage between soure and drain). It is a simple matter however to show that in the innite system
〈I2 − I0〉 = 〈iB〉. We might say that iB gives information about the baksattering at the impurity while I2 − I0
ontains the full baksattering, inluding the reetions at boundaries.
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We turn to the boundary onditions whih now inlude the voltage of soure and drain:
ZSI1 =
[(
µ+L + µ
−
L
)
2e
− VS
]
= Z0
(
i+L + i
−
L
)− VS
ZDI2 =
[(
µ+R + µ
−
R
)
2e
− VD
]
= Z0
(
i+R + i
−
R
)− VD
Thus :
ZSI1 − ZDI2 = Z02iB + VD − VS
while:
I1 + I2 = 0
(by urrent onservation along the wire).
We dene observables I01 and I
0
2 in the absene of the impurity iB = 0 ; they obey
ZSI
0
1 − ZDI02 = VD − VS
I01 + I
0
2 = 0
Then for the shifted variables δI1 = I1 − I01 and δI2 = I2 − I02 we get:
δI1 + δI2 = 0
ZSδI1 − ZDδI2 = Z02iB
The rst line simply expresses the fat that the same urrent is baksattered to the right and to the left of impurity.
This is the same set of equations we got with the injeted urrent operators I−T and I
+
T (see Eq. (17) ) if we identify
I+T = −I−T = iB with δI1 + δI2 = 0. We therefore arrive at the main point of the setion, namely that the same
matrix equation holds: (
δI1
δI2
)
=
1
ZS + ZD
(
ZD + Z0 ZD − Z0
ZS − Z0 ZS + Z0
)(
iB
−iB
)
.
It follows that this equation admits the same interpretation as for the STM tip: the urrent measured in the leads
and the urrent baksattered by the impurity are dierent objets; we an view the above equation as an operator
renormalization of the baksattering urrent operator, whih results from multiple reetions at the boundaries of
the system.
B. Finite-frequeny.
The previous equations for the tunneling urrents at nite frequeny(
I1
I2
)
=
2Z0
(ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)
×
(
(ZD + Z0) e
−iφ2 (ZD − Z0) eiφ2
(ZS − Z0) eiφ1 (ZS + Z0) e−iφ1
)(
I−T
I+T
)
are modied like this:(
δI1
δI2
)
=
2Z0 iB
(ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)
×
(
(ZD + Z0) e
−iφ2 − (ZD − Z0) eiφ2
(ZS − Z0) eiφ1 − (ZS + Z0) e−iφ1
)
Observe that at nite frequeny that δI1 + δI2 6= 0 (and that I1 + I2 6= 0 : there is a harging of the system).
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C. Redution of the urrent orrelators to simpler ones.
From the relation between the measured urrents and the baksattering urrent at nite frequeny one nds that
the urrents in a mathed geometry obey: 〈
δImatched1
〉
= eiφ1 〈iB〉〈
δImatched2
〉
= eiφ2 〈iB〉
It is therefore onvenient to dene the following operators sine for the mathed geometry they will have expetation
values idential to those of the innite system:
δI ′1 = e
iφ1 iB
δI ′2 = e
iφ2 iB
So that at nite frequeny:
δI1 =
2Z0
∆(φ1 + φ2)
e−iφ1
[
(ZD + Z0) e
−iφ2 − (ZD − Z0) eiφ2
]
δI ′1
δI2 =
2Z0
∆(φ1 + φ2)
e−iφ2
[
(ZS − Z0) eiφ1 − (ZS + Z0) e−iφ1
]
δI ′2
(and at zero frequeny: δI1 =
2Z0
ZS+ZD
δI ′1).
Finally the relation between the orrelators of mathed and unmathed system are:
〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉 = 4 A
(
Z2D sin
2 φ2 + Z
2
0 cos
2 φ2
) 〈δI ′1(ω)δI ′1(−ω)〉
〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉
〈δI ′1(ω)δI ′1(−ω)〉
=
4Z20
(
Z2D sin
2 φ2 + Z
2
0 cos
2 φ2
)
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20 ) (Z2S − Z20)
〈δI2(ω)δI2(−ω)〉
〈δI ′2(ω)δI ′2(−ω)〉
=
4Z20
(
Z2S sin
2 φ1 + Z
2
0 cos
2 φ1
)
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2 + sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20 ) (Z2S − Z20)
This is the main result of this setion: the relation is valid at any temperature, voltage and frequeny so long as
the LL theory is valid. Note that the renormalization is temperature independent: it omes solely from the physis
of impedane mismath. We stress that this is a non-perturbative relation whih must be obeyed by any onsistent
theory.
D. Exess noise.
We now make the following simplifying assumption, as in the STM problem, namely we approximate the orrelators
〈δI ′1(ω)δI ′1(−ω)〉 and 〈δI ′2(ω)δI ′2(−ω)〉 by their values taken in the innite system: the rationale for doing this is that
again these operators orrespond to the impedane mathed urrent operators.
We plug in the expression of the shot noise in the innite system:
〈δI∞1 (ω)δI∞1 (−ω)〉 = −Q∗
[(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α] 〈δI∞1 (ω = 0)〉
where Q∗ = K is the harge of Laughlin exitations and α = 2K − 1 (see [19℄).
Finally:
〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉
〈δI1(ω = 0)〉 = −Q∗
[(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α] 4 A (Z2D sin2 φ2 + Z20 cos2 φ2) ZS + ZD2Z0
= −Q∗
[(
1−
∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣∣∣~ωeV
∣∣∣∣)α] 2Z0
(
Z2D sin
2 φ2 + Z
2
0 cos
2 φ2
)
(ZS + ZD)
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2) (Z2D − Z20 ) (Z2S − Z20)
where φ2 =
ω
uL2 and φ1 =
ω
uL1 (L1 and L2 are the lengths from the impurity to eah boundary). This is one of the
main results of the paper.
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Observe that as a subase of this formula one gets for ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
(and negleting the small prefators):
〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉 = −δI1 (1− γ)2 1 + γ
2 + 2γ cos 2φ2
1 + γ4 − 2γ2 cos 2(φ1 + φ2)
where γ = 1−K1+K . This is the expression found using the Keldysh tehnique by Dolini et al [10℄ (the orrespondene
to the notations of that paper is that ourδI1 = −IB in their notations).
E. Disussion.
Our general formula an be interpreted as follows; it has three main omponents:
(i) the anomalous harge Q∗ of the Laughlin exitations;
(ii) a frequeny and voltage dependent part whih already exists for the innite LL;
(iii) the third fator is a renormalization.
As a summary this formula is superiour to those existing in the litterature for the following reasons:
(i) it is valid for arbitrary values of the load impedanes ZS and ZD at soure and drain while other expressions in
the litterature [8, 10℄ (to the author's konwledge) are only orret for ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
.
(ii) Other expressions mix two very distint aspets of the LL parameter K: as a harateristi impedane and
as a harge of the Laughlin frational quasipartiles. Indeed they are expressed solely in terms of the parameter K:
〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉
〈δI1(ω=0)〉
= f(K). As a result it may not be oneptually lear whether one measures a frational harge or just
the plain LL parameter K. In ontrast our expression proves that the noise assumes the simple form 〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉〈δI1(ω=0)〉 =
Q∗g(K) (whih is a priori unexpeted). The formula is atually valid independently of the value taken by the frational
harge: it only relies on the assumption of Poisson sattering of frational exitations arrying a hargeQ∗. For Poisson
sattering this shows the harge MUST appear as a prefator and never enters in the renormalizing fator.
For instane if we blur the distintion between K, Q∗ = Ke and Z0 = h/2e
2K we might be tempted to argue
that sine Z20 appears as a fator of cos
2 φ2 in the numerator of the expression, measuring the prefator of this term
relative to that of sin2 φ2 provides a measurement of the inverse square of the anomalous harge Q∗ = Ke : but this
is oneptually ompletely wrong!
(iii) It has been suggested [10℄ that the integral of the Fano fator over a period ω0 = 2piu/L yields the harge Q∗.
However rstly, this is a oinidene for the very speial ase where ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
and seondly this omes about
by negleting the term
[(
1− ∣∣ ~ωeV ∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣ ~ωeV ∣∣)α]: at any rate even if we disard the power-laws in general, the
value of that integral is
Q∗
Z20 + Z
2
D
Z20 + ZSZD
.
So it is only by aident that one nds the frational harge Q∗ when ZS = ZD = h/2e
2
. It is quite unlikely that one
might have both idential eletrodes AND an impurity sitting exatly at the middle of the wire (L1 = L2), whih is
one of the onditions under whih the integral has been omputed. So the idea that averaging the Fano fator over a
period yields the frational harge is in general inorret and beomes orret only under some drasti onditions.
If the left and right ontat resistanes dier, the additional fator
Z20+Z
2
D
Z2
0
+ZSZD
enters and an not be disarded. If
one uses our more general result for the integral over a period to extrat the harge there is still the drawbak that
one must aim at the 1− 100GHz range, whih is extremely high.
(iv) In ontrast and as in the STM geometry sine we have expressions depending explitily on the frational
harge we an use them at lower frequenies by measuring deviations to the DC limit, i.e. already in the range of
100MHz − 10GHz for a 1% variation. The frational harge will show as a ratio independent of frequeny:
Q∗ = −〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉〈δI1(ω = 0)〉
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2)
(
Z2D − Z20
) (
Z2S − Z20
)[
2Z0
(
Z2D sin
2 φ2 + Z20 cos
2 φ2
)
(ZS + ZD)
] [(
1−
∣∣ ~ω
eV
∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣ ~ωeV ∣∣)α] .
(v) Still this remains high. So the method we advoate is again to math impedanes at the boundaries of the
setup.
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V. CONCLUSION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROSPECTS.
We summarize our results.
1. We have omputed the DC and AC exess noise of a Luttinger liquid onneted to two eletrodes using a
boundary-onditions formalism desribing interfae resistanes onneted to the system. All the expressions for the
DC and AC exess shot noise derived in this paper improve on the existing litterature by separating learly the
ontributions from the harge of the elementary exitations and the ontributions arising from reetions. Both are
mixed in other theories beause the harges and the reetions both depend on the LL parameter K. In ontrast our
derivations rely on a lose analysis of the reetions whih enabled us to pinpoint exatly how eah fator enters in
the shot noise formulas. Additionally our analysis is quite simple and does not need the sophistiated mahinery of
the Keldysh tehnique.
2. For the rst experimental setup onsidered (injetion of eletrons by a STM tip within the bulk of a LL) we
found that although (beause of reetions at the boundaries) DC shot noise is in general unable to yield information
about the frational harges arried by the elementary exitations of the Luttinger liquid, still by using impedane
mathing one an reover the frational harges. For suh an impedane mathed LL:〈
∆I21,matched
〉
〈∆I1,matched〉 =
Q2+T +Q
2
−R
Q+T +Q−R
, (42)〈
∆I22,matched
〉
〈∆I2,matched〉 =
Q2−T +Q
2
+R
Q−T +Q+R
, (43)
〈∆I1,matched∆I2,matched〉
〈∆I1,matched〉 =
Q+Q−
Q+T +Q−R
. (44)
whih slightly generalizes the expression found in [8℄ by allowing asymetrial injetion (to either the right or left Fermi
points kF and −kF ). The preditions of [8℄ for the innite system should therefore be observable although the system
is nite. We note also that our formulas have been established in this paper independently of the exat values of the
harges Q±. The LL theory predits however that: Q+ =
1+K
2 , Q− =
1−K
2 .
If impedane mathing is diult to realize one an still reover the frational harges through measuring AC shot
noise:
〈I1(ω)I1(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2D + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ2
(
Z2D − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
〈I2(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
[
2
(
Z2S + Z
2
0
) (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
)
+ 4 cos 2φ1
(
Z2S − Z20
)
Q+Q−
]
〈I1(ω)I2(−ω)〉 = f(V, ω) A
{ (
Q2+ +Q
2
−
) [
(ZD + Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1+φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS + Z0) ei(φ1+φ2)
]
+2Q+Q−
[
(ZD + Z0) (ZS + Z0) e
i(φ1−φ2) + (ZD − Z0) (ZS − Z0) e−i(φ1−φ2)
] }
where φ2 =
ω
uL2 and φ1 =
ω
uL1 (L1 and L2 are the lengths from the impurity to eah boundary) and f(V, ω) A =
Z20
Z2
0
(ZS+ZD)
2+sin2(φ1+φ2)(Z2D−Z20)(Z2S−Z20)
θ(
∣∣ eV
~
∣∣− |ω|) (1− ∣∣ ~ωeV ∣∣)ν 2e2Γ2pivFΓ(ν+1) ( au)ν (eV )ν . This should be in the range
of 100MHz − 10 GHz, whih improves by a fator of ten other experimental proposals whih rely on the periodi
nature of the noise (as frequeny is varied) [10℄.
3. Similar onlusions apply to the setup onsisting of an impurity sitting in the bulk of a Luttinger liquid. We
found that the best method is still to math impedanes although frational harges should show with AC probes as:
Q∗ = −〈δI1(ω)δI1(−ω)〉〈δI1(ω = 0)〉
Z20 (ZS + ZD)
2
+ sin2(φ1 + φ2)
(
Z2D − Z20
) (
Z2S − Z20
)[
2Z0
(
Z2D sin
2 φ2 + Z20 cos
2 φ2
)
(ZS + ZD)
] [(
1−
∣∣ ~ω
eV
∣∣)α + (1 + ∣∣ ~ωeV ∣∣)α] .
Use of our expressions experimentally requires as a prerequisite measurements of three parameters: the harater-
isiti impedane Z0 of the LL and the (boundary) interfae resistanes ZS and ZD. This an be readily done by kHz
AC ondutane measurements as explained in [11℄.
For mathing impedanes we observe nally that the tunable impedanes need not be at the mesosopi sale. This
atually depends on the measurement one is interested in: our alulations assume interfae resistanes; usually the
length over whih there will be relaxation is simply the inelasti sattering length linel. So if one works at nite
frequeny ω, one requires vFω ≫ linel. If the tunable impedanes have a size smaller than vFω then they an be
onsidered as being interfaial (as assumed in our alulations) and one need not worry over the spatial extent of
the ontating eletrode. Therefore for mathing impedanes at the DC level, the interfae impedanes an even be
marosopi. Only for higher frequeny measurements would one need mesosopi ontats.
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Appendix A: ON FRACTIONALIZATION.
1. Motivation for the 'frational states piture' of the Luttinger liquid.
Exat solutions of models whih belong to the Luttinger liquid universality lass do show frational exitations. to
ite but a few:
- the Heisenberg spin hain has a ontinuum of spin 1/2 spinons whih are unaounted for in the low energy
mapping of a Luttinger liquid (this would imply harge 1/2 states in the Fok spae of the Jordan-Wigner fermions);
- the Hubbard model has also spinons but additionally shows harge +e spinless states, the holons.
Yet the desription of the Luttinger liquid in the bosonization sheme does not show any frational states but reveals
two kinds of olletive exitations are derived:
- plasmons (olletive density utuations, the bosons of 'bosonization');
- 'zero-mode' operators whih hange the number of fermions by integral inrements (the density of left or right
moving fermions is hanged uniformly: hene the name 'zero-mode').
(A note on terminology: by frational states we mean states oming from the fragmentation of the eletron and
whih arry parts of the quantum numbers of the original partile; we do not assume that these parts are rational
numbers. They might be irrational numbers.)
The solution of the apparent paradox is simple: the plasmon + zero mode states onstitute indeed a omplete basis
of eigenstates of the LL and there an be no missing states in the diagonalization of the LL. If frational states exist
in the LL they an only form as states in alternate omplete bases of eigenstates. This is what we atually proved in
[5℄.
Depending on the physial proess under srutiny a spei eigenbasis may prove more or less onvenient. One
main drawbak of the plasmon + zero-mode basis is that it is not tted to desribe the harge dynamis in terms of
elementary proesses (involving diusion of few elementary exitations) beause plasmons arry momentum but
no harge, while zero-mode exitations have harge but no momentum. Desribing the sattering of two fermions by
a potential using zero-modes and plasmons would involve an innite number of plasmon states (this follows from the
fat that the fermion operator is an exponential of plasmon operators).
Likewise it is not possible to interpret the shot noise results for a LL with an impurity [6℄ or with a STM tip [8℄
in terms of elementary proesses using zero-mode and plasmon states. Frational states are mandatory. The natural
language for transport in a LL is that of frational states for a LL and this shows up in simpler alulations as this
paper shows. So mathematially they are useful tools.
2. Frational 'zero-mode' operators?
While frational states appear naturally in a eld-theoretial approah of bosonization they translate in the on-
strutive approah 'a la Heidenreih & Haldane' [4℄ into zero-mode operators with a non-integral power suh as:
exp iKθ0
where θ0 is the usual (superuid) phase onjugate to the number operator N̂ :[
N̂, θ0
]
= −i
and with: [
N̂ , exp iKθ0
]
= K exp iKθ0
whih shows that the states are frational. This an raise onsisteny problems due to the following tehniality:
if an operator has integer eigenvalues then it is hermitian only in the spae of states periodi for its anonial
onjugate eld (see espeially Appendix D.2 of the seond referene in [4℄). The above anonial ommutation
relation for the number operator is therefore somewhat an abuse of language sine it would imply on the one hand〈
N
∣∣∣[N̂ , θ0]∣∣∣N〉 = 〈N |−i|N〉 = −i and on the other, by (erroneously) using the hermitiity of the operator N̂ :〈
N
∣∣∣N̂θ0 − θ0N̂ ∣∣∣N〉 = (N − N) 〈N |θ0|N〉 = 0. So one should apply N̂ to periodi funtions of the phase eld θ0
suh as exp iθ0and rather use the ommutation relation:[
N̂ , exp iθ0
]
= exp iθ0.
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This implies that operators suh as exp iKθ0 may lead to similar hermitiity issues.
Atually this diulty is at the ore of the explanation of how frational states an exist in a system made out of
integral harges (eletrons) and in spite of the diulty indeed.
As is lear from
[
N̂ , exp iKθ0
]
= K exp iKθ0 the operator exp iKθ0 has a zero expetation value between states
〈M | exp iKθ0 |N〉 = 0: this is preisely stating that it has a non-integer harge. One might imagine several ways out
to ensure suh an operator is properly dened: one is to enlarge the Fok spae to aomodate states suh as |N +K〉
but this is of ourse forbidden. The struture of the Fok spae is rigid: it is dened by the eletrons. The other way
is to reate suh a frational state along with another one so that the total harge is an integer: this is what preisely
happens in our onstrution of the frational bases of states in a LL.
A frational state is never reated in isolation so that one never has inonsistent expetation values; one only meets
expressions of the form:
〈M |exp iQ1θ0 exp iQ2θ0|N〉 = δM,N+Q1+Q2
where Q1+Q2 is an integral number. There is therefore no hermitiity problem. All the expetation values involving
these (pairs) of frational states are perfetly well dened.
The onstraint Q1 +Q2 ∈ Z an be viewed as a seletion rule on the allowed frational states. In the ase of the
LL the two frational states although reated together need only obey suh a seletion rule and apart from it are
ompletely independent: they will generate ontinua of exitations parametrized by the two independent dispersions
of the two frational states.
3. Desription of the frational states of the LL.
(What follows is merely a heuristi desription of the frational states. For details the reader is referred to Ref.
[5℄).
The previous piture explaining how frational states may arise is a little bit more ompliated with the atual LL
beause one then has two speies of eletrons (left or right moving eletrons) and the low-energy Fok spae is a diret
produt of the Fok spaes of eah fermion speies. This means that one has two kinds of basi number operators and
assoiated anonial onjugate zero-mode elds:
[
N̂R, θR,0
]
= −i[
N̂L, θL,0
]
= −i
This is not a big ompliation and one nds additional seletion rules. Let us see how.
It is onvenient to onsider the following zero modes:[
N̂ , θ0
]
= −i[
Ĵ , φ0
]
= −i
where: N̂ = N̂R + N̂L (the total harge) and: Ĵ = N̂R − N̂L(whih is related to the urrent); obviously: θ0 = θR+θL2
and φ0 =
θR−θL
2 . The frational states an be shown to involve operators suh as:
exp iQ
(
θ0 ± φ0
K
)
.
Suh ombinations arise beause the diagonalisation of the LL hamiltonian involve similar ombinations for the boson
elds.
In order to have meaningful expetation values suh as:
〈
MR,ML
∣∣∣∣exp iQ+(θ0 − φ0K
)
exp iQ−
(
θ0 +
φ0
K
)∣∣∣∣NR, NL〉
it is straightforward to show one has to impose the following onditions involving the integers QR = MR −NR and
QL = ML −NL:
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(
QR
QL
)
=
(
1+K−1
2
1−K−1
2
1−K−1
2
1+K−1
2
)(
Q+
Q−
)
.
If we invert the relation we have the following onstraints on the frational harges(
Q+
Q−
)
=
(
1+K
2
1−K
2
1−K
2
1+K
2
)(
QR
QL
)
.
(The index ± refers to two ounterpropagating hiral modes of the LL.)
Sine QR and QL are arbitrary (positive or negative) integers the spetrum of the allowed frational harges forms
a two-dimensional lattie.
As for any lattie all the states are spanned by primitive vetors : these vetors represent frational exitations from
whih all the others an be built; in other words they are elementary exitations. Here obviously for instane:(
Q+
Q−
)
= QR
(
1+K
2
1−K
2
)
+QL
(
1−K
2
1+K
2
)
But as for any lattie again the hoie of a primitive basis is not unique and therefore one will have several equivalent
sets of elementary frational exitations.
As explained above depending on the physial proess srutinized one or another of these basis will be more adapted:
in general it will be better to use a basis involving the fewer number of elementary exitations in order to truly desribe
elementary proesses (involving few partiles).
The previous basis of states is onvenient for proesses involving only one of the two speies of fermions so that
QR = 0 or QL = 0: it involves two frational states with harges Q =
1±K
2 . These are preisely the states we
onsidered in this paper for the shot noise reated by injetion of partiles by a STM.
Another basis is more onvenient when one deals with partile-hole exitations (QR = −QL so that Q = 0):(
Q+
Q−
)
= Q
(
1−K
2
1+K
2
)
+
Q+ J
2
(
K
−K
)
;
for QR = −QL, J = 2QR is an even integer and the equation simplies into:(
Q+
Q−
)
=
J
2
(
K
−K
)
.
These exitations with harge K are atually the analogs of the Laughlin quasipartiles of the Frational Qunatum
Hall Eet. Indeed for K = 12n+1 the LL hamiltonian is idential to two ounterpropagating opies of the hiral
Luttinger liquid edge states at lling ν = 12n+1 ; the operator for the Laughlin quasipartile of the edge states then
oinides exatly with the frational operator of harge K onsidered here. The main dierene is that the harge K
need not be a rational number.
Another onvenient basis involves holon states. If one generalizes these onsiderations to a spinful LL one nds
that suh a spinless state is reated along with a spin
1
2 hargeless state, the spinon. One thus reovers the frational
exitations of the Hubbar model. As an aside we mention that the holon state is atually dual to the harge K
Laughlin quasipartile (i.e. eletromagneti duality - whih exhanges the roles of the eletri and magneti eld, or
here for the LL, whih exhanges urrent and harge - maps the holon state on the Laughlin quasipartile). There is
therefore a deep onnetion between the holon of the Hubbard model and the Laughlin quasipartile of the Frational
Quantum Hall Eet, whih should probably ome as a surprise.
Finally we mention that for bosons (and spins) dierent seletion rules must be used: although the low-energy eld
theory (the LL hamiltonian) is the same as that of fermions there are still remnants of the exhange statistis. One
nds that: (
Q+
Q−
)
= Q
(
1
2
1
2
)
+ J
(
K
−K
)
;
there are two basi elementary exitations: one is the Laughlin quasipartile, the other is a harge
1
2 state whih
simply orresponds for spin systems to the spinon.
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Figure 7: Frational exitations for fermions: the allowed states are the nodes of a retangular entred Bravais lattie. Point
'A' orresponds to a Laughlin quasipartile-quasihole pair; 'B' (resp. 'C') orresponds to the reation of a pair with harge
1+K
2
and
1−K
2
(resp.
1−K
2
and
1+K
2
) ; 'D' is a holon (or more aptly a hargeon sine it is negatively harged) state.
Figure 8: Frational exitations for bosons: the allowed states are the nodes of a retangular Bravais lattie. Point 'A'
orresponds to a Laughlin quasipartile-quasihole pair; 'B' orresponds to the reation of a pair with harge
1
2
and
1
2
(interpreted
as spinon states for spin systems when transformed into hard-ore bosons).
The lattie for fermions is a retangular entred lattie whose axes are the diretions Q+ ± Q− = 0, while for
bosons it is a retangular lattie (with similar axes). These latties beome square lattie for the speial values
K = 1 (fermions) or K = 1/2 (bosons or spins), whih are atually self-dual points in terms of the eletromagneti
duality disussed above. For these values the spetrum of elementary exitations involves only one kind of elementary
exitation: the free fermion on the one hand, and the spinon on the other hand (K = 1/2 orresponds to the SU(2)
symmetri Heisenberg spin hain).
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Appendix B: GREEN'S FUNCTIONS USING IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: TOWARDS A
KELDYSH TREATMENT.
We dene the standard phase eld of the LL boson Hamiltonian per:
ρ(x, t)− ρ0 = 1√
pi
∂xΦ.
Using that denition, given the reetion oeients for the density rS =
ZS−Z0
ZS+Z0
and rD =
ZD−Z0
ZD+Z0
at the soure
and drain boundaries, the reetion oeients for the phase eld Φ are easily shown to be −rS and −rD, namely
the hiral omponents Φ+(x, t) = Φ+(x− ut, 0) and Φ−(x, t) = Φ−(x+ ut, 0) obey the boundary onditions:
Φ+(−L/2, t) = −rS Φ−(−L/2, t),
Φ−(L/2, t) = −rD Φ+(L/2, t).
Due to these one an view the propagation as being in a doubled length system (in a loop).
The Green's funtion G(x, t; y, 0) is derived in a standard manner by solving its equation of motion:[
1
u2
∂2
∂t2
+
∂2
∂x2
]
G(x, t; y, 0) =
K
u
δ(x− y)δ(t).
The Green's funtion an be onveniently divided into four hiral omponents: G = G++ + G−− + G+− + G−+
where G±± = −i 〈TΦ±Φ±〉 for the ausal Green's funtions and appropriate denitions for the retarded Green's
funtion and so forth. After Fourier transforming one seeks a solution of the following form:
G±±(x, y, ω) =
[
θ(x − y) a±(ω) + θ(y − x) b±(ω)] e±iωu (x−y)
beause G±±(x, y, t) obey respetively the equations of motion:
[
±1
u
∂
∂t +
∂
∂x
]
G±±(x, t; y, 0) = K2uδ(x− y)δ(t).
We enfore the 'impedane boundary onditions' whih imply that:
b+ = rSrD e
i2ωuLa+
a− = rSrD e
i2ωuLb−
G+−(x, y, ω) = −rSG−−(−L− x, y, ω)
= −rS b− eiωu (x+y+L)
G−+(x, y, ω) = −rDG++(x, L − y, ω)
= −rD b− eiωu (−x−y+L)
Finally the equations of motion for the hiral Green's funtions are used to extrat the undetermined oeients
so that:
G(x, y, ω) =
K
2iω
1
1− rSrDei2φ
{ θ(x − y)
[
ei
ω
u (x−y) + rSrDe
−iωu (x−y−2L)
]
+ θ(y − x)
[
e−i
ω
u (x−y) + rSrDe
iωu (x−y+2L)
]
− rS eiωu (x+y+L) − rD eiωu (−x−y+L) }
where φ = ωLu and where the poles are shifted from the real axis aording to the usual presriptions for the ausal or
retarded Green's funtions, et. The interpretation of the Green's funtion is quite straightforward: to go from one
point to the other there are four kinds of basi trajetories, (i) if one is behind the destination going straight to it,
or (ii-iii) going after bouning from one boundary or the other, and (iv) lastly going after bouning two times from
dierent boundaries. These basi trajetories must then be onvoluted by round trips along the whole loop (of length
2L) whih yield the overall fator
(
1− rSrDei2φ
)−1
.
The Green's funtion oinides with that of the innite LL when impedane mathing is realized namely: Z0 =
ZS = ZD whih in turn implies: rS = rD = 0.
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The basi ingredient to use the Keldysh formalism is the Keldysh Green funtion matrix for that eld Φ. The upper
time-line is indexed by + while the lower time-reversed line is indexed by sign −. The following orrelator an be
extrated from the Green's funtion as :
F−+(x, y, t) = 〈Φ(x, t)Φ(y, 0)〉
= − K4pi
∑+∞
n=−∞ (rSrD)
|n|
{ ln [δ + i(ut+ 2nL)] + (x− y)2
−rS ln [δ + i(ut+ x+ y + (2n+ 1)L)]
−rD ln [δ + i(ut− x− y + (2n+ 1)L)] }
The suessive fators orrespond to either diret propagation or propagation after reetions at the boundaries. The
other matrix elements follow immediately through their denitions F+−(x, y, t) = 〈Φ(y, 0)Φ(x, t)〉 = F−+(y, x,−t)
and likewise F++(x, y, t) = θ(t)F−+(x, y, t) + θ(−t)F+−(x, y, t), F−−(x, y, t) = θ(t)F+−(x, y, t) + θ(−t)F−+(x, y, t).
The inhomogeneous LL is found again to be a speial ase of our general expressions: rS = rD = −γ = − 1−K1+K .
Starting from these one an then use the general relations derived in [8℄ giving the noise spetrum as a funtion of
the Keldysh Green funtions: these relations are valid quite generally sine resulting from perturbation theory and
do not depend on the use of the inhomogeneous LL model.
Appendix C: INJECTED VS MEASURED CURRENTS FOR AC TRANSPORT.
Let us prove Eq.(37). We must modify the equations dening the urrents by speifying the position.
I2(t) = IR(L2, t) = i
+
R(L2, t)− i−R(L2, t)
−I1(t) = IL(−L1, t) = i+L(−L1, t)− i−L (−L1, t)
I+T (t) = i
+
R(0, t)− i+L(0, t)
I−T (t) = i
−
L (0, t)− i−R(0, t)
And the boundary onditions:
I1 =
Z0
ZS
[
i+L(−L1, t) + i−L(−L1, t)
]
I2 =
Z0
ZD
[
i+R(L2, t) + i
−
R(L2, t)
]
We an rewrite eveything in terms of elds at the position x = 0 by taking into aount the fat that the elds being
hiral:
i±R(L2, t) = e
±iφ1/2 i±R(0, t), i
±
L(−L1, t) = e∓iφ1/2 i±L(0, t)
It is onvenient to dene the vetors:
−→
iR =
(
i+R(0)
i−R(0)
)
,
−→
iL =
(
i+L(0)
i−L (0)
)
.
Then the boundary onditions an be reast as:
ZSI1 = Z0
(
exp−iφ1, exp iφ1
) · −→iL
ZDI1 = Z0
(
exp iφ2, exp−iφ2
) · −→iR
while the denition of the urrents imply:
I1 =
( − exp−iφ1, exp iφ1 ) · −→iL
I2 =
(
exp iφ2, − exp−iφ2
) · −→iR
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Or in a matrix form:
I1
(
ZS
1
)
=
(
Z0 exp−iφ1 Z0 exp iφ1
− exp−iφ1 exp iφ1
)−→
iL
I2
(
ZD
1
)
=
(
Z0 exp iφ2 Z0 exp−iφ2
exp−iφ2 − exp−iφ2
)−→
iR
We solve for
−→
iL and
−→
iR:
−→
iL =
I1
2Z0
(
(ZS − Z0) exp iφ1
(ZS + Z0) exp−iφ1
)
,
−→
iR =
I2
2Z0
(
(ZD + Z0) exp−iφ2
(ZD − Z0) exp iφ2
)
The tunneling urrents at position x = 0 and frequeny ω are thus:(
I−T
I+T
)
=
(
0 −1
1 0
)(−→
iR −−→iL
)
=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
1
2Z0
( −I1 (ZS − Z0) exp iφ1 + I2 (ZD + Z0) exp−iφ2
−I1 (ZS + Z0) exp−iφ1 + I2 (ZD − Z0) exp iφ2
)
=
1
2Z0
(
(ZS + Z0) exp−iφ1 − (ZD − Z0) exp iφ2
− (ZS − Z0) exp iφ1 (ZD + Z0) exp−iφ2
)(
I1
I2
)
Inverting the matrix yields:(
I1
I2
)
=
2Z0
(ZS + Z0) (ZD + Z0) exp−i (φ1 + φ2)− (ZS − Z0) (ZD − Z0) exp i (φ1 + φ2)
×
(
(ZD + Z0) e
−iφ2 (ZD − Z0) eiφ2
(ZS − Z0) eiφ1 (ZS + Z0) e−iφ1
)(
I−T
I+T
)
where
(
I−T
I+T
)
are the urrents injeted at position x = 0 (the STM tip). Finally we note that the urrents injeted
at x = 0 get a phase dependene when reahing the boundaries so that:
(
I−T (−L1, ω)
I+T (L2, ω)
)
=
(
eiφ1I−T
eiφ2I+T
)
(this follows
simply from the hirality of these urrents: f(t, x) = f(t − x/c, 0) implies of ourse that f(ω, x) = eiωx/cf(ω, 0) ).
Replaing these expressions we get Eq.(37).
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